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ASP.NET MVC 4 and the Web API: Building a REST Service from Start to FinishApress, 2013

	This one hundred page book focuses exclusively on how you can best use the ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework to build world-class REST services using the Web API. It sets aside much of what the ASP.NET MVC Framework can do, and focuses exclusively on how the Web API can help you build web services. You will not find any help on CSS, HTML, JavaScript,...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth Edition (Visual Quickstart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Like previous editions, HTML 4 for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide has won universal praise for being the most succinct, indispensable guide to using HTML to design Web pages. Completely updated for HTML 4, this third edition covers such important innovations as Cascading Style Sheets and dynamic HTML, as well as the improved...
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JavaScript, A Beginner's Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Welcome to JavaScript: A Beginner’s Guide, Third Edition! Years ago, I was surfing the Web and noticed that people were publishing pages about themselves and calling them homepages. After viewing a number of these, I decided to create a homepage myself. I had no idea where to begin but, through trial and error, I figured out how to code...
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Mac OS X System AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a...
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Webdesign für Studium und Beruf: Webseiten planen, gestalten und umsetzen (X.media.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Ziel des Buchs ist es, Lesern die Andersartigkeit der Gestaltung für elektronische Medien bewusst zu machen und Wege zu einem mediengerechten Entwurf aufzuzeigen: von der Sitearchitektur über die kreative Entwurfsphase bis zum Navigations- und Screendesign und der Umsetzung eines Internetauftritts mit (X)HTML und CSS. Begleitend...
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Java EE 8 and Angular: A practical guide to building modern single-page applications with Angular and Java EEPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to build high-performing enterprise applications using Java EE powered by Angular at the frontend

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage Java EE 8 features to build robust back end for your enterprise applications
	
			Use Angular to build a single page frontend and combine it with...
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Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition: Platform and Component SpecificationsPearson Education, 2000
The Java 2(TM) Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) defines a  new standard in enterprise solutions through a simplified, component-based  development model. By extending the "write-once, run-anywhere(TM)" benefits of  the Java programming language to enterprise servers, J2EE adds the scalability,  robustness, and...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
I am going to admit a selfish motive for writing this book and, more recently, updating it to the second edition: I needed the finished product for my own consulting and development work. After struggling in the early Version 4 browser days with tangled online references and monstrous printed versions of Netscape, Microsoft, and World Wide Web...
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Magento 1.4 Theming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome dear reader to this Magento theming book. In this book, we are going to discover
	how to modify or create Magento themes from scratch. As you are reading this book, I
	assume you already know how great a tool this open source solution is. Though we will go
	through some of the basics, like installing and some theoretical concepts,...
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JavaScript Step by Step (Step by Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		
			Your hands-on guide to JavaScript fundamentals

		
			Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of JavaScript. If you have previous programming experience but are new to JavaScript, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
The web developer's complete reference for developing dynamic, data-driven Web sites and applications with Dreamweaver.

	
    Master the in-depth knowledge of Dreamweaver to get the most out of this versatile design and development program

    

...
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HTML Pocket Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
In this completely revised and updated pocket reference, Jennifer Niederst, the author of the best-selling Web Design in a Nutshell, delivers a complete guide to every HTML tag. As with O'Reilly's other pocket references, this handy book offers the bare essentials in a small, concise format that you can carry anywhere for quick reference....
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